
Physis 7C Seond Midterm: Leture 2Solutions1) The �rst step is to see where the �rst di�ration minimum lies, and then to use that loation to �ndhow many orders (may be a fration) of interferene our.slit width a = 6� 10�5m; slit separation d = 6� 10�4m;� = 6:00� 10�9mThe pattern for di�ration is given byI(�) = I(0)sin2(�a sin �=�)(�a sin �=�)2whih has its �rst minimum when sin2(�a sin �=�) = 0. This ours whensin � = �=aIf this oinides with an interferene maximum m� = d sin � loates the mth order:m = d sin �� = d� �a = da = 10This would be the tenth order interferene maxima, but it is not visible, as the oinidene of thedi�ration minimum auses the intensity to be zero there. Sine the entral interferene maximum isounted as 0, and only ours one, the number of interferene orders seen under the entral di�rationlobe is 19.
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2) Let S be the Earth's referene frame, and S0 be the referene frame of the ship moving to the right atspeed � = :85.

a)b) Measurement of the spaeship from the Earth's frame must use Æt = 0. The length of the ship asmeasured in its own rest frame (where the time interval is immaterial) is �x0 = 100m. Use theLorentz tranformation from S to S0:�x0 = (�x� ��t) = (�x)�x = 1�x0 =p1� �2�x0�x = p1� :852100m = 52:7manother piture) The speed u of the two ships are known in the S frame. The question is the magnitude of theveloity u0 of the left-moving ship in the S0 frame. Using the veloity addition formula:u0 = (u� v)=1� uv=2 = �:85� :851� (�:85)(:85) = �:987ju0j = :987d) Proede similarly to part b, this time using S00 being the rest frame of the left-moving ship.Again, measurement of the spaeship must use Æt0 = 0 in the S0 frame. The length of the ship asmeasured in its own rest frame (where the time interval is immaterial) is �x00 = 100m. Use theLorentz tranformation from S0 to S00, with the speed between them .987  as found in part ().�x00 = (�x0 � �0�t0) = (�x0)�x0 = 1�x00 =p1� �02�x00�x0 = p1� :9872100m = 16:1me) From part (a), we see that in the Earth's frame, �x = 0. As always, �x0 = 100m and �t0 isunknown. �x0 = (�x� ��t) = �(��t)�t = �1��x0 = �100m�:85 p1� :852 = 2:07� 10�7sf) This time, solve for �t0 with �t0;�x;�x0 as before.�t0 = (�t� �=�x) = �t= 2:07�10�7sp1�:852 = 3:93� 10�7s2



3) a) In the original spaeship rest frame, the momentum is p0 = 0, and the energy is E0 =M2. Afterejeting the fuel (at rate v = �=2 with respet to the V0 frame)�p0f = M 0v0fq1� (v0f=)2 � m=2p1� :52 = 0by momentum onservation. Energy is also onserved; the �nal energy an be written as:�E0f = M 02q1� (v0f=)2 + m2p1� :52For an individual partile, an express �E = p. Use E0f = p0f 2v0f to substitute the spaeship'smomentum: �E0f = 2v0f m=2p1�:52 + m2p1�:52 = M22v0f = p3m �M� 2mp3 �v0f = p3Mm � 2v0f = p3Mm�2b) The �nal speed of the spaeship in the frame moving at speed V0 with respet to the Earth isv0f = p3Mm�2 . Use the standard veloity boost to �nd the speed in the Earth's frame (or boostbakwards by �V0). vf = v0f�(�V0)1�v0f (�V0)=2= p3Mm�2 + V01 + V0 1p3Mm�2= + V0(p3Mm � 2)p3Mm � 2 + V0
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4) The photoeletir e�et demonstrates the linear relationship between energy and frequeny:E� = h�If an eletron absorbs a photon, then it aquires the full h�, but that result must be greater than thepotential binding the eletron to the atom, so that the kineti energy of the eletron isEk = h� � �This muh kineti energy is stopped by a potentialeVstop = h� � �Using units of eletronVolts we have 1eV = h 430nm � �0:4eV = h 550nm � �Subtrating the seond equation from the �rst:0:6eV = h( 1430nm � 1550nm )h = 0:6eV3�108m=s � 1970nm = 3:94� 10�15eV � s
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